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"We're at war. There has been an act of war declared upon America by terrorists... The
wreckage of New York City was the signs of thefirst battle of war. " 1

President George W. Bush, September 15,2001

Death from Above

On November 4th,2002, Qaed Salim Sinan al-Harethi (a.k.a., "Abu Ali"), thought

to be the top Al-Qa' eda operative in the country of Yemen and a major player in the

us.s. Cole attack, climbed into a Jeep SUV with four other men. Unbeknownst to Al-

Harethi and his companions, at that very moment a pilotless drone circled silently above

them at an altitude of 10,000 feet. The $5 million Predator,2a UAV (Unmanned Aerial

Vehicle) equipped with the latest in hi-tech video, infrared, and radar cameras and armed

with two missiles,3 had been relaying full motion video of the suspected terrorists'

movements to a Ground Control Station, 150 miles away in the country of Djibouti. As

al-Harethi's vehicle turned onto a deserted road in the Yemeni countryside, the remote-

controlled drone launched a Hellfire missile at its target. In a flash, the Jeep and its five

occupants were incinerated. 4 His passengers burned beyond recognition, little was left

of al-Harethi: he had to be identified by a mark on his leg, which had been blown clear in

the blast.5 For the first time, the United States had personally targeted and killed an al-

Qa' eda member outside the borders of a war zone, in a country with which we were not

at war. 6

In the immediate aftermath of the lethal Predator strike on al-Harethi, the

President and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) - identified by unnamed

government officials as having been behind the operation - declined to comment

publicly.
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strike in an interview on CNN, designating it "a very successful tactical operation."?

Richard Boucher, a spokesman for the Department of State who, as late as March 2002,

had condemned Israel's openly stated policy of conducting "targeted killings" in the

occupied Palestinian territories, also refused to talk specifically about the Yemen strike,

while still steadfastly maintaining that "[o]ur policy on targeted killings in the Israeli-

Palestinian context has not changed."g Yet, media reports indicated that, as early as the

fall of2001, President Bush had already issued a classified "finding" authorizing the use

of covert, lethal action against specifically listed "high value targets," to include Osama

bin Laden and approximately two dozen other individually-named Al Qaeda operatives.9

While the Bush administration remained officially silent, the report of the

successful strike unleashed a flurry of opinions and commentary regarding both the

legality of targeted strikes and the ultimate effectiveness of their use as a strategy. The

incredible, science-fiction-like vaporization of a suspected al-Qa'eda terrorist in a

friendly country seemed to signal a new level of aggressiveness in the "Global War on

Terror," yet the strategic ramifications of this escalation seemed unclear.

In point of fact, President Bush was not the first Chief Executive to order such a

targeted strike. President Bill Clinton had signed several orders "authorizing the CIA to

use lethal force to apprehend bin Laden,,,l0issuing the command to execute cruise missile

strikes of his training camps and a factory in Afghanistan in 1998, after al-Qa'eda was

linked to the bombings of several u.S. embassies throughout Africa which killed over

200 people. The missiles failed to hit bin Laden, but the White House allegedly

struggled with defining a legal basis for the bold attempt to kill him, "arguing that he

was, in effect, a piece of terrorist 'infrastructure' to be 'degraded.'" 11 According to one



commentator, "[t]he Bush administration has taken a leap ahead in clarity by frankly

stating that Osama bin Laden is a person, just an evil one who deserves to be sent to his

eternal reward as quickly as possible.,,12

Unfortunately, use ofthe term "clarity" to describe the latest policy is simply

inapt, as any "leap ahead" has been directly into the muddy grip of a legal swamp.

Killing evil-doers hardly constitutes a valid legal basis for targeted strikes, much less

indicates an articulable, coordinated strategy. Off the record, government officials

defended the Yemen strike on the basis that "the US was engaged in a war, and... was

dealing with enemy combatants," but as this paper will discuss, this is a tortured and

potentially dangerous argument which also ultimately fails. 13

This paper proposes that a valid legal argument can and must be made for the

reasonable use of targeted strikes, and that within that legal structure, these strikes can be

an effective component of an overall strategy to destroy the al-Qa' eda network. Contrary

to many voices who argue that because "9/11 changes everything," legality is no longer

relevant, the concept that these strikes can be consistent with the rule of law-- and not just

the vengeful, unrestrained response of a lone superpower unbound in the world-- is

crucial to our ultimate success in defeating al-Qa'eda. Legality does matter, all the more

so because AI-Qa'eda- "an organization ofIslamic extremists as well as an ideology of

Islamic extremism,,14--denies that it does. Osama bin Laden himself specifically rejects

any attempt to distinguish between lawful and unlawful targets, in war or peacetime,

stating in a 1998 "World Islamic Front Statement" to his followers: "The ruling to kill the



Americans and their allies --civilians and military --is an individual duty for every

Muslim who can do it, in any country in which it is possible to do it. ..,,15

This paper intends to cut through the confusion regarding targeted strikes,

examine the issue in the context of "The Global War on Terror," and make the case that

such strikes, properly conducted, can be both legal and effective within an overall

strategy of eliminating the al-Qa'eda threat. This paper will show that-- rather than a

hindrance-- the law and its sensible interpretation, development and application, is

integral to our ultimate success. Absent this approach, we risk antagonizing the very

allies we need to keep beside us in this vital undertaking, while inviting comparisons to

those terrorists who, rejecting every cherished legal principle of the world community,

vow to attain their goal of establishing "a pan-Islamic Caliphate throughout the world"16 -

- even if they risk destroying humanity itself in doing so.

More Than Semantics

Many terms for targeted strikes are often used interchangeably, adding to the

confusion regarding legality. These terms themselves are loaded with meaning, and

include "assassinations," "targeted killings," "summary executions" and "extra-judicial

killings." For our purposes, a "targeted strike" refers to the act oftargeting an individual

with lethal force. It is a tactic-albeit with important strategic implications-- born of

unprecedented advances in surveillance and precision-guided missile technology. Its

legality-and effectiveness- depend wholly on how, when and where it is used. The

international reaction to the Yemen strike is an excellent case study for framing the issue

and examining its ramifications.



Although many commentators and some government officials around the world

have referred to al-Harethi' s killing as an assassination, the Yemen strike can be clearly

distinguished. The United States does have an official policy against political

assassinations. After Congressional hearings led by Senator Frank Church publicized a

CIA program to covertly kill certain heads of state during peacetime- notably Fidel

Castro in Cuba, Rafael Trujillo in the Dominican Republic, and Ngo Dinh Diem in

VietnamI7-- President Gerald Ford issued Executive Order 11905, Section 5 of which

provides:

(g) Prohibition of Assassination. No employee ofthe United States
Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage in, political. . 18assassmatIOn.

Both Presidents Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan issued their own executive orders

upholding the ban on assassination, the latest of which, President Reagan's E.O. 12333,

has never been revoked. None of them specifically defined the word "assassination,"

however, and the Carter and Reagan versions leave out the word "political," but the

general thrust of the orders has been interpreted as prohibiting the intentional killing of an

individual "for political purposes,,19during peacetime. Current White House spokesman

Ari Fleischer confirmed this view, stating that "[t]here's an executive order that prohibits

the assassination of foreign leaders, and that remains in place."zo

Even Osama bin Laden himself, as the "CEO" of a dispersed network of terrorists

cells we refer to as al-Qa'eda, does not qualify as a foreign leader, nor is he being

targeted for political reasons. His status as the head of a transnational terrorist

organization which is actively involved in planning ongoing crime, by definition, places

him outside both the letter and the intent of Executive Order 12333. It follows, then, that



the killing of a subordinate terrorist chief within this crime syndicate, such as al-Harethi,

similarly cannot constitute an "assassination."

In distinguishing between the Yemen strike and unlawful assassinations,

however, National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice went further, indicating that al-

Qa'eda operatives are "enemy combatants" operating all around the world. "We're in a

new kind of war," said Rice on a Fox News program six days after the strike, "and we've

made it very clear that this new kind of war [will] be fought on different battlefields." 21

"Given the degree of violence in [the attacks of9/11], and the nature and scope ofthe

organization necessary to carry them out," labeling our present campaign to eradicate al-

Qa'eda as a "war"-- is a natural response.22 Doing so, however, inadvertently invokes the

terms ofthe lex specialii3 of the Law of Armed Conflict, causing more problems than it

solves. Within the context of "The Global War on Terrorism," and outside of combat

operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, that body of law simply does not apply, nor for many

reasons, would we want it to.

The Rules of the Game

"Early on, I said, 'I'm a baseball fan. I want a scorecard'. .. And I
understood that when you're fighting an enemy like al-Qa'eda, people-
including me - didn't have a sense of who we're fighting. And I have
actually got a chart.,,24

President George W. Bush

The question of "who we're fighting" is a critical one. According to Common

Article 2 of the Geneva Conventions, the Law of Armed Conflict applies in "cases of

declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise between two or more of the



High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not recognized by one ofthem.,,25

Under international law, then, states alone enjoy "a monopoly on violence.,,26 That is,

bin Laden's "Patwah" notwithstanding, only states may grant persons "combatant status,"

authorize them "to take part in hostilities against other state," and "carry out acts that

would otherwise be unlawful, without sanction.,,27In international armed conflicts,

combatants may legally target the other side's combatants and other legitimate military

targets with immunity. If captured, they become prisoners of war, but they may not be

prosecuted for acts of war which are not otherwise unlawful under the Law of Armed

Conflict (for example, they may be tried and punished for targeting civilians, who are

"protected persons," but not for carrying out an attack on a valid military targets).

Among the many novel questions the term "Global War on Terrorism" raises,

then, is, "How does one conduct war against individuals or groups of individuals who

swear no allegiance to any nation, and whose affiliations to each other are not always

clear?28 Whatever else al-Qa'eda may be, it is a non-state actor, and therefore it cannot

grant combatant status to any of its members. This is as it should be: if we were truly to

recognize their status as combatants, an al-Qa' eda member who plotted to kill as many

U.S. soldiers as possible by attacking their barracks with a massive truck bomb - as

happened in 1996, at the Khobar Towers in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, where nineteen

Americans lost their lives29- could not be charged with any crime. If captured, such an

attacker would be considered a prisoner of war who must be released at war's end, a

classification which we have steadfastly rejected.3D

Before invoking the Law of International Armed Conflict, we must realize that it

was never designed to draw any moral distinctions between the cause of one side or the



other, but rather applies the principle of reciprocity to assign the same privileges, rights,

and responsibilities to the armed forces of both?' In the case of our global struggle

against al-Qa'eda, we have appropriately resisted treating them as our fellow warriors on

the battlefield. President Bush himself has correctly labeled them "barbaric criminals

who profane a great religion by committing murder in its name," and "outlaws and killers

of innocents." 32This paper suggests that they should be treated accordingly.

Fighting Words

"Thanks to the work of our law enforcement officials and
coalition partners, hundreds of terrorists have been arrested. Yet,

tens of thousands of trained terrorists are still at large. These
enemies view the entire world as a battlefield, and we must pursue
them wherever they are. So long as training camps operate, so long

as nations harbor terrorists, freedom is at risk. And America and
our allies must not, and will not, allow it."

President George W. Bush,
State of the Union Address, 2002

In this country, we are accustomed to working within the constraints of Posse

Comitatus-we see military action and law enforcement as two separate and never-to-

meet approaches. Domestically, this is a valid view, but abroad, the constraints of the

Posse Comitatus Act do not apply.33 As President Bush did in his State of the Union

Address, we must recognize that al-Qa'eda is a new kind of threat, one that lurks

somewhere on the continuum between law enforcement and conventional war, and that

when it comes to defeating them, we must be prepared to use the assets at our disposal all

along that spectrum. Rather than dignifying members of al-Qa' eda by labeling them



combatants-- and thus triggering the Law of Armed Conflict and a host of unintended

consequences-- or simply falling back into some sort of passive, "pre-9111mindset,,,34

this paper proposes that al-Qa'eda and associated terrorist networks be dealt with

according to an "Enhanced" Law Enforcement Model.

Al-Qa'eda casts its violent campaign against the United States and other

governments as a "transnational insurgency" of unlimited proportions.35 All indications

are that al-Qa'eda is actively engaged in attempting to obtain Weapons of Mass

Destruction (WMD) capable of threateningthe continued survival of humanity on this

planet.36 They characterize each of their vicious attacks on civilian and military alike --

and the even more ominous ones promised in the future -- as simply one more battle

engagement within their "holy war" or "jihad." Notwithstanding efforts to wrap

"warlike" attacks in the guise of legitimate acts of war, according to international and

domestic criminal law, these attacks simply constitute crimes of the gravest kind. This

paper suggests that it is this legal regime, and not the Law of Armed Conflict, which

properly applies, which best allows the United States and its allies to seek and destroy al-

Qa' eda, and which supplies the requisite rules and principles needed to construct a valid

legal basis for targeted strikes.

A New Paradigm

The first step, as noted above, is to recognize the al-Qa' eda organization as a

syndicate of transnational criminals, albeit exceedingly well-organized, ideologically

motivated, and highly dangerous ones.3? Next, the United States must establish clear and

specific guidelines for employing targeted strikes abroad --that is, the use of lethal force



- against a small and select number of high-ranking al-Qa'eda members as identified

through the best available intelligence. The concept of a framework for authorizing

"lethal" or "deadly" force is a well-known one in Police Departments and S.W.A.T.

(Special Weapons and Tactics) Teams around the world. Using as our template the

International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Model Policy on the Use of Force, 38

and adapting it to the targeted strikes scenario might read as follows:

(1) With the consent and/or assistance of theforeign
government, efforts should be made to apprehend suspected
AI-Qa 'eda terrorists, iffeasible.

This does not at all imply that only police may effect the arrest: any combination

of suitable forces- military, para-military, CIA, etc. - may be used to find and

apprehend terrorist suspects and bring them to trial.

(2) Lethalforce is authorized toprotect the arrestingforces or
othersfrom death or serious bodily harm or, due to the extreme danger
posed, to prevent the escape of afleeing AI-Qa 'eda operative.

(3) If it can be shown that

(a) an arrest is notfeasible, e.g., aforeign government is
either unable or unwilling to either make the arrest or allow
American or alliedforces to do so,

and
(b) death or serious injury to civilians can be minimized or

avoided,

Then the President may authorize Lethal Force in the form of a
Targeted Strike in lieu of attempting capture.

Here, we are extending the normal Lethal Force policy one crucial (and,

admittedly, highly controversial) step further in response to the "clear and present

danger" posed by a specific type of criminal-- a high-ranking al-Qa' eda operative



actively orchestrating further criminal operations --whose capture is either so difficult or

so dangerous, that a targeted strike becomes the only remaining reasonable option. In the

case of Mr. al-Harethi-- considered the highest-ranking al-Qa' eda member in Yemen

when he was struck by the Predator -- an earlier attempt to apprehend him in the lawless,

remote area in which he and his heavily-armed men had been hiding out resulted in the

deaths of eighteen Yemeni troopS.39Additional attempts to capture him would likely

have been just as futile, resulting in further loss oflife while potentially allowing the

suspected mastermind behind the us.s. Cole bombing to escape arrest indefinitely, and

leaving him free to plan and execute further heinous crimes.

Facing the Global "Smell" Test

"If the president can order such an operation,
he should be able to defend it publicly.,,4o

Many opponents of targeted strikes have expressed the concern that, in ordering

an individualized strike, an American President (or one of his agents) acts as judge, jury

and executioner, and argue that "[t]o kill people without some assessment of guilt is

morally inappropriate, and that would mean some kind oftrial.,,41 One of the most vocal

critics of the Yemen strike, Swedish Foreign Minister Anna Lindh, warned that, "[e]ven

terrorists must be treated according to international law. Otherwise, any country can start

[summarily] executing those whom they consider terrorists.,,42Any policy sanctioning

targeted strikes, it is feared, will "erode" the United States' ability to restrain other states

around the world, inadvertently "justifying their own attacks on perceived enemies.,,43

Yet, other commentators have noted that it is the "intentionally vague" nature of

the current rules for targeted strikes that sets "a dangerous precedent for both the United
I



States and other countries to follow.,,44Our current policy is unspoken and unknown; it

is not transparent to other countries who must try to make sense of our actions. As one

commentator noted, "If we do this outside the traditional combat area of Afghanistan, in

Yemen --could we not do it in Germany, Ottawa, or even in Cincinnati?,,4s

The "Enhanced" Law Enforcement Model is no panacea for the difficult

challenge of legally justifying targeted strikes on certain suspected al-Qa'eda cadre:

many thorny questions remain to be answered, not least of which is determining the

requisite quality and timeliness of intelligence for identifying such an individual as a

high-level al-Qa'eda operative and determining that his continued freedom poses a grave

and immediate threat.46 The "Enhanced" model does, however, provide a framework for

a policy that "is not arbitrary and completely open-ended,,,47but rather is driven by

rational, articulable considerations consistent with principles of democratic

accountability.48 Admittedly, the "Enhanced" model does go a critical step further than

the traditional law enforcement approach in permitting the use of lethal force in targeted

strikes, but it does so in a very limited, carefully proscribed number of cases in which

lesser alternatives are unavailable,49and in a manner which appropriately respects

principles of state sovereignty. In the aftermath of 9/11 and the many changes it has

wrought in the world, we must not, as UN Secretary General once phrased it, "shy away

from questions about the adequacy, and effectiveness, of the rules and instruments at our

disposal."so Rather, we must engage the world community in a legal discourse to develop

and shape international law in ways that will ensure its responsiveness in light of the

grave threat posed to all nations by al-Qa'eda, and the rapid advancements in Predator-

type technology which we hope will help to defeat that threat.



Legality as an Element of Strategy

"The behavior of our enemies obviously isn't going to be positively influenced by
our nice legalisms."sl

It is true that the al-Qa'eda meritality is largely impervious to arguments of

legality; such concepts simply have no meaning within the context oftheir dark world

view. But it is also true that legitimacy and legal process do matter to the rest of

humanity, to the governments and populations of the countries we must recruit and retain

as allies in the struggle for a different, better and more secure future. In al-Qa'eda, "[w]e

face a foe more dangerous than a traditional nation-state, because it has a nations-state's

goals and resources, draws manpower from a 1.3 billion-person pool, has no fixed

address to attack, and fights for a cause in which death while killing enemies earns

paradise."s2 If the United States is to effectively counter the deadly threat posed by al-

Qa'eda, it must "seek to develop and sustain a multi-pronged, multi-dimensional, multi-

agency and a multinational response,,,S3rather than decide to act as a lone military

superpower unbound and unbothered by legal considerations.

The individualized strike capability of the Predator makes it an awesome tool in

our campaign against Osama bin Laden and his key followers: it combines an incredible

surveillance and tracking capability with uncanny targeting accuracy. It allows a real-

time response to intelligence streams from inaccessible locales, permitting quick strikes

to decapitate remotely dispersed, active al-Qa' eda cells with little risk to either friendly

troops or civilians. But because "[i]n the foreseeable future, human intelligence and

covert strike forces will remain at the heart of fighting secret and highly motivated



organizations like Al Qa' eda,,,s4the benefit to be gained by technologically advanced

weapons systems such as the Predator will be blunted if we use them in a manner which

alienates our allies and further antagonizes and radicalizes the world's Muslim

population. A "Targeted Strike" policy, grounded in a commonunderstanding and

respect for international law principles, and which offers clear, articulable guidelines for

its implementation, will ensure and enhance the value of the Predator as a key component

of a coordinated strategy to find, engage and defeat al-Qa' eda.
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